
#1 Event Registration and 
Team Management Platform

Meet Directors can use Athletic.net to monitor official results 
from multiple events and automatically advance qualifiers to the 
next round of competition. Equipped with tools designed specifi-

cally for the sport, you will reduce the stress and headaches of 
coaches, officials, and athletic directors attempting to quickly type in 

their qualifiers and send them on to the next level. 

Gather results directly from 
the source as meet directors 
and timers upload official 
results during their event or 
directly afterwards.

Effortlessly advance all 
official qualifiers from any 
number of meets on to the 
next meet. Easily customize 
your qualifying guidelines.

Easily scratch or add 
qualifiers, make adjustments 
to accepted numbers, or 
review official entries as they 
come in.
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Automated. Seamless. Powerful.

To learn more, visit www.athletic.net



Official System for all USATF Youth Championships: 
150+ yearly meets

Official System for 16 State Associations: Alaska, Arizona, 
California, Connecticut, Idaho, Indiana, Michigan, Minnesota, 
Montana, Nevada, North Dakota, Oregon, South Dakota, 
Tennessee, Vermont & Washington.

Clients Using Athletic.net for 
Championship Registration

What happens when an athletic director or 
coach, who is arriving home late from their 
region meet, is required to sit down and type 
into a form the qualifiers from their team that 
will be going on to the next round? Over and 
over again this produces mispelled names 
and errors in qualifier placing. As well seed 
marks that are manually typed in cannot be 
fully verified unless you have a set of eyes 
review each and every single submission!

We can help simplify things. Using the 
championship qualifying system on 
Athletic.net will guarantee that 100% of the 
athletes advanced into the next meet come 
directly from the Official Results of the 

Athletic Directors are amazed
at how Athletic.net helps

Partners

previous meet. You simply set up your 
qualification rules (ie. Top 3 individual placers 
and Top 2 relay teams from each event) and 
you are all set to go! With one click, every 
qualifier from the entire meet is advanced to 
the next meet. 
Need to also advance any athlete who met or 
exceeded a qualifying mark at the meet? You 
can do that, too! The system is flexible and 
designed to seemlessly move qualifying 
places and marks on to the next meet as 
entries, ready to be downloaded in the format 
of your choice. This enables you to get your 
championship meet program completed 
quicker and off to print in record time and with 
much less stress!

To learn more, visit www.athletic.net
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